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TIMOR

The stream of tetters smuggted out of East Timor continues. Att portray a picture
of hardship for the East Timorese in Indonesian-controlled areas - through starvaton and Indonesian brutality.

0
A

PRIEST

STAT1ONEP

IM

EAST

We present here a variety of reports from East Timor.
TIMOR

WRITES

This letter^ written in 0ctdber3197?3 by a catholic priest^ reflects on the period of
Indonesian occupation of East Timor. He also indicates that he expects a major Indon
esian campaign during the wet season - a claim made by another priest whose letter we
printed in T.I.S. No*23. Fretilin radio broadcasts through the December - February
period have reported concerted Indonesian ftencirclmentrt campaigns.

" In East Timor the violence of these'friends', the Indonesians, continues to intensify,

with all sorts of dire consequences.

A barbarous genocide of innocent people goes on,

apparently with complete peace of conscience.
The Timorese have not taken any steps to
declare themselves independent from Indonesia, and they did not attack Indonesia, for
Timor was not part of Indonesia.
But now Timor is being wiped out by an invasion, a
brutal conquest that produces heaps of dead, maimed and orphaned.
Consciences are kept
at peace by claiming, with or without reason,
that the people of Timor are 'Communists'.
In this conflict in which we are all involved, I hardly hear any questioning of the supp
osed justice of the initial, attack, or of the present continuation of the war.
All I
hear expressed is the regret that the Timorese are not recognised as 'Communists*, and
the apparent report that they are strong,, courageous and prepared to die rather than give
themselves up to the conquerer.
Even if they were communists, they would have a right
to live.

DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

" That is why I ask you to pray a lot.

There are many attacks - and many dead.

Of course

many die on the Indonesian side also.

" It seems that starting in December (77), Timor will become a practice area for the use
of mortars. Thereafter, the Indonesians will wash their hands of the whole thing by de
claring a general amnesty. Please ask the communities there to pray hard for these people
" The whole series of events has been simply a manoeuvre, prepared long ago, to conquer
these people and annex them. Two years ago the Indonesians lent support to one of the
parties in Timor.
Then they attacked because, they claimed, the Timorese government was
communist. Thereupon they annexed them, and from that moment on, they have considered
the Timorese as being in rebellion against 'legitimate authority'.

" Today is October 13th, the 60th anniversary of the Apparition of Our Lady of Fatima.
May the Immaculate Heart of Mary accept in reparation the sufferings of these poor
people who are defending themselves and their homeland, and also the sufferings of those
sent to kill them.

"
and do not forget these people.
Pray also for the people of Indonesia.
It is very
sad to see the lack of concern of the people here, given the heavy responsibility that
falls on them.

r
^

We will have a new bishop soon in Timor. The present one cannot take it anymore. He is
tired.
He sees everything reduced to ashes; all the values are shattered, and Christian
family life is destroyed,.. Pray, pray hard for the Timorese.
It will not be easy to write again...."

LETTERS

TO

REFUGEES

IN

PORTUGAL

The following excerpts from letters were first published in Australia in The Canberra
Times by Labour M.P., Ken Fry. They are written by East Timorese to their relatives
in refugee camps in Portugal. They are very personal letters expressing anger, fear
and desolation under Indonesian rule. (Letters are translated from Portuguese)
BLACK

LISTS / DEPORTATIONS

such persons who have their names on lists to leave the country are waiting and
waiting and have almost despaired. We have been registered on the so-called black list
to be deported to isolated islands of Indonesia in order to die off one by one.

And

you, you sit there in Lisbon passively doing nothing. You were lucky enough to have
been able to leave here and it seems that now you have forgotten about us. Do you have
the courage to leavers here in the hands of these hangmen ? You could, at the very

(

least, try to imagine what we are now suffering1. "
DILI

IN

MID - OCTOBER 1.977

" In the middle of October, the Apostolic Nuncio in Jakarta visited Dili and celebrated
an open-air mass in one of the main squares of the city. Thousands of people from the
city and surrounding areas attended the Mass, looking for spiritual comfort. It would
certainly have been difficult to find someone from amongst all of these people who had
not had a relative Icilled, or unheard of, or a prisoner in one of the Indonesian dungeons

The ceremony was responsible for a great wave of emotion to evolve, made manifest in the
tears, the cries, and in the sobbing of the orphans, the widows, and the forsaken, so
much so that the Mass was interrupted for a quarter of an hour."
LITTLE

FOOD

AND

MEDICINE

IN

DILI

" A continuously increasing violent war rages in East Timor. The group of villages in
which I lived has been completely destroyed. There is not one soul there. I myself
am in Dili and I have gone many days without having lunch. These are the effects of
war. But, there are people who are much worse off than I. I have been sick several
times and at death's door for want of medication.

high and the salaries are very low.

The cost of living in Dili is very

One sees no one else but Indonesian soldiers and

DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT:
http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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Chinese on the streets of Dili; there are very few Timorese for the majority is either
in the forest, dead or in jail. The luck of Timor is to be born in tears, to live in
tears and to die in tears. It would, perhaps, be more appropriate to say that one does
not cry for one has no more tears to shed, for Timor is no longer Timor; it is nothing
but an oppressed worm..."
LIFE

HAS

NOT

RETURNED

TO

NORMAL

A young student comments in one of his letters as follows:

"It is hard to endure and

terrible to see a way of life being dominated by another. It is the very worst of the
discrimination brought about colonialism or neo-colonialism. At the present time, one
may see the shock of different ways of thinking, of different veins of civilisation and
different cultures.
Everything, however, is given up to benefit the neo-colonizer..."

And he concludes: "The people are crying because they are fed up with demogogy.
are in a dead-end street because we have no-one to help us.

We

Do not believe the news

you might hear that everything has returned to normal and that progress has set in here
The only truth is that a curtain has been hung to close the mouth of the world."
" TELL

MY

SON

However, the most shocking words of all come from the father of a young man in Portugal
who states in a letter to a friend: "Tell my son that for nothing on this earth should
he return to Timor.
As soon as I possibly can, I shall leave here; but I would rather
die without seeing him again than to know that he had returned to this hell
"

CHURCH

REPORT

The following material is taken from an official church report. It was drawn up in late
December, 1977 by personnel working in Timor. The assesment it makes of the general
situation confirms many of the sentiments expressed in the letters from refugees (above)
Since last August the situation here is still the same.
guerilla one with much misery and hunger and troubles.

Not an open war, but a

For several weeks the rainy season has begun and with it new travel - communication and transport difficulties.
Many people newly down from the Fretilin areas have no
These people are very dependent from Indonesian
home or a very shabby shelter only.
supplies. In this manner many people live in fortified villages, where they are pro
tected, but without any hope to cultivate the land. Ten thousands of refugees live
in in such situations.

The new-comers among the refugees make the most trouble because a lot of them came
in just for the rainy season. They came down almost naked, undernourished, and
often sick.
They had no clothes, no shelter and no food and it was too late to make
their agricultural land for the next season. They are a heavy burden for Indonesia
to care for.

Another aspect of these refugees is that often women, children and old people sur
It seems that the strong men
render.
The larger part of these people cannot work.
fly further on in the mountains with the Fretilin-guerillas.
The Fretilin still dominate a large part of the country and they can till the land.
So the food situation among the Fretilin seems to be better as (than) in the free
areas.

EAST TIMOR REPORT

- is a new publication on East Timor, It is produced

monthly by the Campaign for an Independent East Timor
in Canberra,

East Timor Report No,3 (April 1978) contains, among other items, two useful
reviews - one of Abilio Araujo's "Timor Leste, Os Loricos Voltaram a Cantor"

(a Portuguese-language history of colonialism and nationalism in East Timor) and
one of an important official Indonesian government publication (in Indonesian).
Subscription:

$2 per year. P.O. Box 514, Manuka A.C.T. 2603
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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POLITICS DURING COLONIAL TIMES :

THE QUELICAI REGION

The peoples of East Timor are perfectly capable, provided the opportunity, of
articulating decisively their political choices. They have done so in the past ...
and continue to do so now, as is clearly evidenced by the current political and
military crisis. "
This was the opening remark of American anthropologist Shepard Forman to a hearing
of the Washington Sub-committee on International Relations in its deliberations on
East Timor on June 28, 1977. Forman, who was in East Timor from August 1973 to
October 1974, had made a historical study of the Makassae people (Quelicai region).

We present here a portion of Forman*s remarks to the Washington hearings to give
readers some feeling for life in colonial Portuguese Timor. He also describes an
interesting event in the Quelicai region in June 1974 (two months after the Armed
Forces Movement coup in Lisbon and before party political organisation had spread

beyond major towns in East Timor) in which the villages of the Quelicai region voted
to become an autonomous region. Forman's history of the area portrays a picture of
continual resentment towards the Portuguese during the twentieth century including
an uneasy relationship between the colonisers and the traditional leaders through
whom the former originally established their rule.
Forman does not tell us of the impact of East Timor post-coup political organisation
in the Quelicai region. However, it is worthy noting that FRETILIN radio broadcasts
have described repeated failures by Indonesian troops to make advances in the
Quelicai region.

The Portuguese developed their political system in East Timor by forming trading
alliances with native chiefs. They later divided the country up into "kingdoms",
which were larger than the native local political domains called SUKUS but encompassed

native exchange and tribute systems. The rulers of the "kingdoms" were called REGULO
(little king"). These regulos were granted military titles. This system was again
changed at the beginning of this century to direct rule of the regulados by colonial
officers.

THE MAKASSAE

The Makassaeare a group of about 80,000 people "who inhabit the northern coast and
high mountain valleys of east-central East Timor". They are largely self-sufficient
in agriculture and animal raising and live in small and scattered family compounds.
Socially they are organised patrilineally, with each lineage allied into groups which
together form a SUKU. Groups of sukus allied by trade and marriage form "little
kingdoms".

The incorporation of the Makassae into the Portuguese colonial system took place in the
last decade of the 19th century through the extension eastward of the 'princedom' of
Letemumo... According to the present-day heirs to the 'princedom' of Letemumo', their
ancestors accompanied the Portuguese from Larantuka(Flores) to Oe-Cussi, the enclave in
Dutch Timor,from where they moved to Vemasse in the expectation that the capital of
the Portuguese colony would be established there. When the Portuguese established

their capital at Dili instead, the family remained in Vemasse as a primary link in the
colonial establishment. Acentury later, their loyalty was rewarded when Don Domingos
da Costa Freitas, a Galoli speaker known by the native name of Gali Kai, was made a
Mittle king' of Vemasse. Along with the epaulette and sceptre of office, 'the little
king' was entitled to the tribute of the inhabitants of his 'kingdom', ample incentive
to expand his domain under the aegis of the Portuguese colonial office.
In 1899, Gali Kai's son, Don Francisco de Costa Freitas, a native 'aide-de-campe' of
the Governor, was named head of the 'kingdom' of Baucau, which incorporated the
-4DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

Makassae of the north coast. His son-in-law, Tomas de Costa Soares was elevated to

"little king"of Letemumo in the same year. Although the "little king" system was
officially dissolved (by the Portuguese) around the turn of the century, Dom
Francisco retained the prestige and aura of his office until his death in 1922, where
upon it was assumed by Dom Tomas who ruled over both houses of Oralan and Letemumo
until his death in 1929.

Resentment toward the Portuguese began to run high in this century while the heirs to
the 'princedom' of Letemumo continued to be venerated. Dom Cosme de Freitas Soares,
son of Dom Tomas, the last official ruler of Vemasse, continued to receive tribute
from his kingdom despite his lesser rank in the newly organised Portuguese colonial
administration.
He unofficially ruled over the remnants of the 'princedom* of Letemumo
from 1930 until the Japanese occupation of Timor when he was evacuated to Australia on
an allied submarine.

In 1943, Don Cosme returned to Timor where he utilised his popular

support among the Makassae as a base of operations for Australian commandos, until his
capture and death a year later at the hands of the Japanese.

MOVES TOWARDS

INDEPENDENCE

For the past 30 years, ever
in the vicinity of Quelicai
proclaimed repeatedly their
petitions to the Portuguese

since the end of World War II, the people of four villages
(a Portuguese administration post set up in 1958) have
right to self-determination, demanding in successive
colonial administration their political reunification as

•a seperate autonomous domain under the leadership of the acknowledged heir to
Letemumo, Dom Cosme's son. Practical grievances concerning taxation and "alien"
administration guided their action, which were, however, now without their sentimental
side. While insisting on administrative autonomy and a return to tradition authority,

all of the petitions stressed the legitimacy of rule by the surviving son of the
Letemumo dynasty. During Dom Cosme's stay in Australia, his son Magali (he prefers
to be called by his native name) had been hidden from the Japanese and cared for by a
descendent of Sa Uai in the same mountain redoubt where fifty years earlier the

Makasse warrior had sworn allegiance to the rulers of Letemumo. He was called dai mata
( ruler's son ) and revered as a child king. After his father's death,he was given up
reluctantly to his uncle for education in a mission school in Dili, only to be called
back to Quelicai in 1958 in anticipation of the reestablishment of Letemumo as an
autonomous domain. Although the Portuguese once again refused to yield to the popular
will, Magali resolved to stay on and dedicate himself to building and opening the
first school in the region. During the next four years he served as teacher to 780
students, while learning the Makassae language and customs. In 1963, realising the
potential of his tremendous popularity, the Portuguese relocated the school at the
administrative post and recruited Magali into the army. He served in the native

jponscript forces for the next ten years, much of the time on the distant Indonesian
^frontier, ultimately attaining the rank of sergeant. During those ten years, his
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students became the men of influence in the Quelicai region and, in 1969, they again
petitioned unsuccessfully for administrative regrouping as the autonomous domain of
Letemumo.

A

PETITION FOR AUTONOMY:

The issue became volatile in 1973 after the colonial government.refused to allocate
funds for the construction of a new school where Magali's original one once stood.
Several delegations were sent to Dili to appeal tothe civil administration, but it
was only after the military siezed power in Lisbon in April 1974 and gained ascend
ency in Timor that the people of Letemumo were finally heard. Magali was summoned
from the frontier and ordered to return to Quelicai "to find out what his people
wanted"

.

The popular acclaim which greeted his return was remarkable.
For several days, my
daughter and I accompanied him on horseback as he journeyed through the mountains
among all the villages which sought incorporation as Letemumo. Everywhere, his wel
come was worshipful. People embraced him as he approached, kissed his hands, and fell
to the ground weeping.
Each time, he would help themto their feet and utter the trad
itional Makasse greeting, "Rau de nokorau ?" (Are you well or not ?)
He greeted each
man, woman and child in turn, warmly and gently, with humour and affection.
For each
individual he recalled a problem, an illness, a moment of joy, and they were visibly
touched by his recollections. At each village we visited, a banquet was laid out, and
in one, the villagers wept openly at a monument they had built to mark the spot where
Dom Cosme and their headman had been captured and killed by the Japanese.
In each

Q

village, a meeting was held; Magali listened intently to grievances offered voluntarily
and never cajoled. For each he had a similar response. Portugal had changed, he said.
The army would listen.
On July 15th, 1974, just three months after the Portuguese rev
olution and before any organised political activity in East Timor had reached beyond
the coastal towns, 475 out of a total of 500 household heads in the villages involved,
trekked from their mountain homes down to the administrative post at Quelicai to

record with signatures where possible or with the mark of X their deliberate and reas
oned choice on a petition, which this time simply declared the automony of the region
of Letemumo. In a matter of only five days, 95% of the relevant population had been
mobilised to freely express their political will. The civil administration at first
declared it an open act of rebellion, but several days later, in one of the remarkable
ironies of democracy in the new states, the Portuguese military authorities declared
Letemumo "the first democratic region in East Timor."

'\^M

INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT REWRITES HISTORY .:

A REVIEW

The Indonesian government has never been a reliable source of information on events in
East Timor.

"Decolonisation in East Timor" , a 100-page booklet produced by the

Indonesian Department of Foreign Affairs (March 1977) is no exception to this rule.
"Decolonization in East Timor" provides a history of events in East Timor from early
1974 to late 1976 and uses this account to show:- that the "Indonesian government has

always respected the right of East Timorese to self-determination; that the Indon
esian-created "Provisional government' and its successors were legitimate organisations
acting in the interests of East Timorese; that FRETILIN was a small, unpopular, ter
rorist organisation.

On all counts, the publication fails. Its almost complete reliance on official state
ments of governments and political organisations as source material makes for very poor
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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"history.". Its ommissions and falsehoods place it firmly into the category of false
propaganda.

We present here a few examples of the content of this official Indonesian government
publication.
*************************

(Did Indonesia invade East Timor?)

"Joined by Indonesian volunteers who had responded to the call of their
Timorese brothers for aid, the forces of the four parties (UDT, kota,
Apodeti and Trabalhista - ed.) pressed speedily forward, and captured
Dili on December 7, 1975
The liberation of Dili ended four months
of bloodshed and suffering for the East Timorese. " (page 39) .
This is all "Decolonization" has to say about the December invasion and all subse

quent military activity in East Timor. It speaks for itself. According to Australian
government sources, between 4,000 and 6,000 Indonesian troops were involved in the
December 7 assault; between 15,000 and 20,000 'crack marines' were involved in the

next major assault - on Christmas day, 1975 (1.). It is unlikely that 'forces of the
four parties' played any significant role at all in this invasion as they had been
disarmed by Indonesia in September (see below). 'Bloodshed and suffering ' did not
end for the Timorese with the 'liberation' of Dili - FRETILIN radio messages, confirmed
by letters smuggled out of East Timor, describe continued war in East Timor to the

present day (2. ).
(On East Timorese political parties)

The UDT is presented as the most widely supported political grouping in East Timor.
This was the case in the first stages of political formation in the territory. Through
1975 however, few observers disputed that FRETILIN had widespread and growing support,
a result of FRETILIN political work and programs in the countryside. UDT maintained
considerable following in a few major administrative towns in the territory but had

not built strong links in the countryside (3.).
The writers of "Decolonization" attempt to depict FRETILIN as being mainly supported

by "radical elements among the younger people" (p.19) and go on to,support this claim
by printing a derogatory quotation from the Far Eastern Economic Review (Oct. 1975),
the editors of which have consistently taken a pro-Indonesian government stance on
the East Timor issue.

On APODETI, it is interesting to note that no claims are made for its popularity in
East Timor ( no observer of developments in East Timor credited APODETI with a foll
owing greater that 5% of the population - ed.).
(On the period September - December, 1975).

This most critical period in East Timor's history - the period following the short
civil war precipitated by the UDT "show of force" of August 10-11 in which FRETILIN
set up a 'de facto' government - is described in "Decolonisation" as a period of
"disruption and oppression" by FRETILIN (p.32). It is claimed that after leaders
of UDT, KOTA and Trabalhista had signed a petition on September 7, 1975, calling for
the integration of East Timor into Indonesia, the "combined forces" of those three
groups and APODETI 'regrouped' and began to launch attacks against FRETILIN in the
border region as well as in such places as Baucau and Los Palos (p.32).

The real story is considerably different. A remnant UDT leadership did sign such a
petition under pressure from Indonesian officials and in exchange for Indonesian aid.
This was done reluctantly and the action was rejected by UDT leaders who were in
prison in Dili or had fled to Australia during the civil war. Refugees with the UDT
remnants were permitted to cross the border into Indonesia only after the petition
was signed. Nearly all Timorese who crossed the border were disarmed by the Indon
esian military - as a military force, UDT/KOTA no longer existed. Military actions
against FRETILIN in the border regions was the beginning of Indonesian incursions
into East Timor. The suggestion of fightinq in the Baucau/Los Palos areas is a fabDIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

rication - Australian aid officials were in these areas at the time and reported no
military activity there.

On FRETILIN administration during this period, James Dunn has written:
"In October
(1975) Australian relief workers visited most parts of Timor and, without exception,
they reported that there was no evidence of any insecurity or any hostility towards
FRETILIN. Indeed FRETILIN leaders were welcomed warmly and spontaneously in all main

centres by crowds of Timorese. In my long association with Portuguese Timor which
goes back some 15 years, I had never before witnessed such demonstrations of spon

taneous warmth and support from the indigenous population." (4.).

"The UN wants ro know if you're happy — answer Yes or Yes.
(Ommissions).

The above is just a few illustrations of the mis-reporting in "Decolonization." The
ommissions are equally significant.
"Decolonization in East Timor" makes no mention of the following:- Indonesia gave economic support to APODETI from 1974 onwards. APODETI supporters
were given military training in West Timor through 1975 and trained in propaganda
tecniques. Indonesia beamed propaganda broadcasts into East Timor from Kupang, pro

moting A.PODETI and East Timor's incorporation into Indonesia (5.),
- Indonesian troops began to operate on East Timor soil from September 1975. There is

no mention of Indonesian regular troops in the whole publication! (6.)
- In a 40-page annex of official documents, many of them United Nations documents,
the texts of the U.N. General Assembly and Security Council Resolutions, which con
demned the Indonesian government's actions and called for a withdrawal of Indonesian
troops, are not included ( an exception: parts of the text of one resolution are
included in a statement of the Chairman of the U.N. Decolonization Committee - p.90) .
In the text of "Decolonization" , the only mentions of the United Nations is a very
censored account of the visit to East Timor of U.N. special envoy Winspeare Guiccardi
and indignant accounts of U.N. refusals to participate in or witness the Indonesian-

managed stages of 'formal integration'

conducted during May - July, 1976.

Fighting in East Timor is deemed to have finished in December 1975. No mention
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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made of war after that time - no mention of FRETILIN and non- FRETILIN accounts which

to this day tell of a continuing guerilla war against the Indonesian presence (see
our reports on pages 1-3 and 11-12 of this T.I.S. -ed.)
***********************

"Decolonisation in East Timor", produced as it is in English, is designed to present to
the 'West' a history which justifies the Indonesian government's actions. It is the type
of publication quoted by defenders of the Indonesian action - the Australian government
and the U.S. State Department included. "Decolonisation..." is not a valid history of
recent events in East Timor. It does provide evidence of the Indonesian government's
attempts to obscure its own actions and to hide what is really happening in East Timor.

Footnotes;

1* National Times , 5-10 January, 1976

2. See radio messages in T.I.S. since December 1975. Non-FRETILIN reports and letters
from East Timor can be found in in T.I.S. Nos. 9/10, 14/15, 16/17, 18/19, 20/21,

3. There are several accounts of the policies and support of the respective political
groups in East Timor. Examples are "The Timor Story" by Helen Hill; "Report on
visit to East Timor for the ACFOA Timor Task Force" ; Jim Dunn's various research
papers produced for the Parliamentary library (see reference 4. below). These and
many others are available for inspection at T.I.S.

4. "East Timor - From Portuguese colonialism to Indonesian incorporation", J.S. Dunn,
Legislative Research Service, Parliament of Australia. 14 Sept.,1977 (p.66).
Dunn's paper also contains the best single account currently available of the period
Sept.-Dec, 1975 - much of which is based on his own experience and interviews.

5. See Jose Martins' (KOTA leader who defected from the Indonesia camp in early
1976) account as Summarised in T.I.S. No. 16/17, pages 11-13.

6. Australian journalists witnessed Indonesian aerial bombardment of FRETILIN positions
in East timer in November, 1975 (The Age, Nov. 26, 1975. The Australian Labor govern
ment knew by October 1975 that Indonesian troops were involved in East Timor, though
on advice from the then Australian ambassador to Indonesia, Richard Woolcott, the
government suppressed the information ( see Michael Richardson's article in the "Nat

ional Times", Ji£if 19-24, 1976 -

summarised in T.I.S. No.16/17, page 17).

CHRONOLOGY OF RECENT EVENTS CONCERNING EAST TRIOR: feb.2 - march 25, 78
Feb.

2 - SHIPPING BAN

The ACTU announced that Australian maritime unions had voted to

lift their ban on Indonesian flagships.
Of the 15 unions involved, 10 voted
to accept an ACTU recommendation that the ban be lifted.
The Federated Ship Painters'

and Dockers* Union voted against the recommendation, while the four remaining unions
had not responded.
Feb.

(Sun, 3.2.78)

9 - JOURNALISTS Journalist Laurie Oakes claimed the Federal government knew that
Indonesian troops killed five Australian newsmen in East Timor in 1975, with

in hours of the event.

In a submission to an AJA inquiry into the D-notice system,

Oakes said this information was contained in Indonesian Army messages which Australia's
Defence Signals Division intercepted within hours of the Indonesian attack on Balibo.
However, the information could not be publicised in Australia because D-notice no.4
prohibits publication of DSD activities, particularly the name of any country towards
which DSD monitoring is directed, Oakes said.
(Canberra Times, 9.2.78)
-9DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

Feb. 16 - MILITARY AID In testimony to the U.S. House of Representatives International
Relations Subcommittee, a State Department official admitted that military
equipment worth $1 million was sent in 1976 to aid Indonesian forces in East Timor,
despite an Administration ban on such aid.
Robert Oakley, deputy Assistent Secretary
of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, said the equipment consisted of spare parts
for Bronco OV-10 aircraft and vehicles.

He claimed other administration officials had

'inadvertently' told the Subcommittee last year that no such deliveries had been made.
Another witness. Professor Ben Anderson, told the hearing that four shipments of mili
tary aid were made in 1976. Anderson described the Bronco's as "planes designed esp
ecially for counter-insurgency operations against adverseries without effective anti
aircraft weapons, and wholly useless for defending Indonesia against a foreign enemy."
He opposed Indonesia's request for a squadron of F-5 jet fighters, saying the country
faced no credible external dangers. (T.I.S. has copies of all submissions to the

hearing. - Ed. )

( Australian, 17.2.78)

Feb. 22 - SEA BED BOUNDARY The Federal government was accused of choosing to recognise
East Timor's integration into Indonesia in order to settle the sea bed border
between Australia and East Timor.

Senator Primmer (Lab., Vic.)

told Parliament:

"Once

£the border isJ settled, a multi-million dollar oil exploration program involving some
Australian participation could get under way. The scramble for oil has meant a further
erosion of support for human rights in our region. "
(Canberra Times, 23.2.78)
In Parliament the next day, the Foreign Affairs Minister claimed there was no truth in

Primmer's allegations.
RECOGNITION

(Herald, 23.2.78)

£J

Four government backbenchers condemned Australia's decision to

recognise the Indonesian takeover of East Timor. At a meeting of the joint government
parties, Liberal MP Michael Hodgman and Senators Bonner and Missen said they would
speak against the decision in parliament. NCP Senator Kilgariff said the Timorese had
been badly let down by Australia.
(Age, 23.2.78)
March 6 - SEA BED BOUNDARY

Journalist Michael Richardson reported that Australia and

Indonesia have agreed to hold 'detailed talks' on a sea bed boundary between
Australia and East Timor later this year. Negotiations will begin "possibly in June or
July, after senior officials from both sides finish their work at the next session of
the U.N. Law of the Sea conference" which begins in Geneva later this month.

Richardson quoted a Foreign Affairs spokesperson as saying: "The [boundary between Aust
ralia and East Timor! was touched upon in recent discussions between Australia and Ind
onesia at official level. This is,of course, a question which will need to be discussed
in detail with Indonesia in due course. "
According to Richardson, the boundary is
believed to be one of the topics discussed at the last annual meeting of senior Aust-

ralian and Indonesian foreign ministry officials in Canberra on February 7th and 8th.

\^p

(Aust. Financial Review,6.3.78)

March 7 - REFUGEES

The 'Age' and the 'Canberra Times' reported that an Australian

immigration team would visit East Timor "within a few months" to interview
Timorese wanting to live in Australia. The reports claimed that Indonesia had told
the Foreign Affairs department that final arrangements for the visit would be discussed
after Indonesia's presidential elections at the end of the month.
(Age,7.3.78, Canb. Times, 8.3.78)

March 25 - MILITARY AID Twelve ex - Australian Army Bell Sioux helicopters are to be
given to Indonesia, according to a Melbourne 'Sun* report.
The gift includes
spare parts and maintenance support, technical training and help from a small Army
advisory team to be sent to Indonesia.
In addition, 24 Indonesian servicemen will come
to Australia in the next few months for training in flying and maintaining the heli-copters. The helicopters, which the Army used for reconnaissance, spotting and rescue
work, are being given under the 'Defence Cooperation' agreement.
(Sun, 25.3.78)

"EAST TIMOR NEWS" - Bulletin of the East Timor News Agency.

Subscription: Australia - $10 p.a. Overseas Airmail: Europe, Africa, Americas -$25 p.a
Asia and South Pacific - $20 p.a.; PNG and NZ - $15 p.a. (All quoted in Australian $)
ADDRESS: ETNA, 4th floor, 232 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, N.S.W., 2000, Australia.
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NOVEMBER 1977

JANUARY 1978.

As reported in T.I.S. No. 22 & 23, Indonesian forces launched a campaign of encircle
ment and annihilation in the south border area around Bobonaro in September, 1977.
The campaign figures prominently in reports about this period and as of March '78 the

Indonesians had still not succeeded in their objective. Other features of this period :
the Mt Cablaque offensive; Fretilin defeat of 450 Indonesian troops near Venilale; the
beginning in mid-Jan of what is to become an offensive in the north-west section of the

territory; and, the build up in troop concentrations in different parts of the country.
(Note, RM = Radio Maubere Broadcast. DAR = Message to CIET-Darwin.)

South Border Area: Bobonaro, Lolotoe, Fatolulic, Mt. Taroman, Fatomean, Suai, Zumalai.
The 2 month-old Indonesian campaign to bring the 150,000-200,000 people in this area

under their control was fought to a standstill in early Nov. After a 2 week lull, fightingbegan again and then escalated further on Nov 21 to new levels of brutality. Frus
trated militarily - by Jan 19, 2,000 Indonesian soldiers had been killed and only a few
hundred civilians captured - heavy naval, aereal and artillery bombardments were launch
ed - killing more than 2,000 East Timorese. The failure of the campaign becomes clearer
as great masses of the population break out of the encirclement and Fretilin forces re
capture a number of strategic positions esp. in the Fatolulic area.

(RM, Nov. 9; 11; 16; 4/12/77; 1/1/78; 15/1/78;17/3/78; DAR 18/11/77; 27/11/77; 19/1/78;
Mt. Cablaque Offensive
8/2/78; 12/2/78.)
This mountain lies to the east of and dominates the road from Aileu

to Same. Backed by 2 Bronco OVlO's, Indonesian troops launched a 2
pronged attack from Ainaro and Same to gain control of the mountain.

Having failed to achieve their objective reinforcements were brought
up to Ainaro on Nov 11 and tanks stationed there began shelling the
surrounding areas.Despite continuing reinforcements the Indonesian

force was unable to take the mountain. Many civilians were killed in
the attacks and bombardments. By early December the campaign had be
en fought to a standstill, although further clashes occur in Dec and
Jan, (RM, Nov. 9; 11; 16; Dec 4; DAR, 18/11/77; 27/11/77; 15/1/78;

Fretilin Counter-Attack

and 19/l/78)

In a large scale well-coordinated, 2 pronged counter attack Fretilin

forces routed an Indonesian force of 451 men in a mountain pass be
tween Mt. Ossoala and Mt Mundo Perdido.80 Indonesian soldiers were

killed & 10 captured. (DAR, 27/11/77; RM, 4/12/77; 17/3/78)
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13 The two month old campaign in the south border area around Bobonaro
now at a standstill. (RM, 9/11/77 & DAR 19/1/78)
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Start of the campaign by Indonesian forces to take Mt. Cablaque.

Indonesian troops forced to withdraw from Tutuloro (see map of Same region) and
Fretilin forces now in control of the village.(RM,16/11/77)
Military clashes reported around the village of Fatu Berlieu. Indonesian forces
11

occupied a number of strong points around the village. Wet season begins-RM9/ll/78
Indonesian forces launched an attack on Fatu Berlieu. After occupying 2 small vil
lages in the vicinity they were forced to withdraw and retreat to Soibada.
(RM, 11/11/77).

Heavy reinforcements landed at Ainaro and Same. Tanks shelling surrounding areas.
12
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(RM, 19/11/77)

Indonesian forces re-occupied Krybas - on the road south of Manatuto to Laklubar-

in an attempt to link the two towns. Manatuto based Indonesian troops launched
attacks against Fretilin contolled areas around Laclo town.
(rm, 16/11/77)
Fighting breaks out in the south border area around Bobonaro.
(DAR, 19/1/78)
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16 - Report of chemical agents being sprayed by Indonesian aircraft - 'causing damage
along the body and dangerously for the eyes.1
(RM, 16/11/77)
19 - Fretilin forces launch a counter-attack against 451 Indonesian troops in the

Baucau region.(see above)
(RM, 27/11/77)
21 - Beginning of the escalation of the fighting in the south border area campaign. It
is to continue for the next two months.

(DAR, 19/1/78)

December 1977

'early dec' - 17 Indonesian soldiers and 3 Falantilwere killed in a Fretilin attack
on the Indoensian position at Becilau on the road south of Dili. Two armoured cars
and a truck were destroyed and a great deal of war material captured (details

given in the fceport) including

two rocket launchers of American manufacture.
(RM, 25/12/77)

7 -

Twelve Indonesian soldiers were killed when Fretilin forces in the Turiscai area

shot down their helicopter .The helicopter, type 277, was made by Westinad Pty Ltd
of Yevil, Somerset, USA on license from SICMA, France.
(DAR, 5/1/78)
22 - Indonesian attack on Quelicai defeated. (In the 2h years of the invasion the In
donesian forces have been unable to capture the town.)
(RM,25/12/77)

January 1978

1 - Build up of Indonesian troop concentration in Viqueque. Surrounding areas being
bombed and machin-gunned.
(RM,1/1/78)
Reports of captured civilian population in Dili and Los Palos being tortured and
executed.

(RM, 1/1/78)

10 - Thirty Indonesian soldiers (including a captain) were killed in fierce day-long
fighting in Baguia. *In reprisal the Fretilin controlled areas were shelled with

heavy mortars for the next two days.1

(DAR, 12/2/78)

15 - Military clashes reported in Liquica-Bazartete area; Aileu area; Same area; Fatu
Berlieu area; Baucau and Los Palos areas.
(RM, 15/1/78)

20 - Thirty Indonesian and 8 Falantil soldiers were killed in a Fretilin attack on an
Indonesian position in the Bazartete area. (DAR, 8 & 12/ 2/78) (This area in the
North-West of the Territory is to become the scene of a developing campaign in the
next month.)

Eight Indonesian soldiers were killed in a Fretilin ambush 15 km from Dili on the
road to Aileu.

<DAR' 12/2/78)

22 - In the same place as the last item, 2 Indonesian soldiers were killed in another
Fretilin ambush.
(DAR, 12/2/78)
31 - Indonesian forces today captured the village of Fatobesse, a few kilometres to
the west of Ermera, but only after 120 were killed by Falantil who also captured

a great deal of war material.

(DAR,4/3/78).
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